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Democrat Senator Chuck Schumer, March 4, 2020

Democrats are holding their public show trial, produced by a former ABC News gonzo, complete with 
conveniently edited video overlaid with edited audio.

The left is framing the riot as an “insurrection.”  Their problem is that nobody knows about fraud that happened 
during the 2020 election.  What we do know is that the entire system, 50 different systems in 50 different states, 
are unauditable.

We are told that the courts never found any problems with the 2020 election.  The problem is that the courts are 
the wrong tool to discover or adjudicate the problem.  For instance, no Geiger counter discovered 2020 election 
fraud.  Neither did oil pressure indicators in vehicles.  Why?  They are the wrong tools.

With Jan 6, the mental state of the protesters is the entire story, the entire cause that congressional Dems are 
attempting to make.  The only important question is if the protesters believed that there was sufficient signal for 
fraud to take one last look at the election before the results were certified.

Their mental case is the entire argument by Democrats (okay, plus Cheney & Kinzinger).  In the view of the 
protesters, they were trying to prevent what they believed to be an insurrection, certification of what they 
thought was a fraudulent election from taking place.

So, the emphasis needs to move away from the question of election fraud to the question of whether or not the 
protesters thought there was sufficient signal of fraud to take another look.  In accusing the protesters with 
insurrection (never charged in court as yet), Democrats are mind reading.  Poorly.

Democrats can make the case for an insurrection if they can find a protestor, any protestor, who wanted to 
overthrow the government.  No such person exists.

Republicans need to read the Scott Adams list of Democrat hoaxes into the public record just to set the 
baseline.  These hoaxes would include (but not be limited to) injecting bleach, Charlottesville fine people, 
Russia collusion, Steele Dossier, Mueller investigation, Jan 6 as an insurrection, Ukraine whistleblower, inciting 
the Jan 6 riot.

Then ask if this is the basis for distrusting not only the government but also the fake news.  If we hadn’t seen the 
Steele Dossier and the way both the Democrats and media played it up, they would have never thought that the 
election was rigged.

In doing the Jan 6 hearings, Democrats are handing Republicans a loaded weapon pointed at Democrats and 
their sorry excuse for a party.  A kill shot.

Democrats are trying to argue that in a government where every single entity of that government is corrupt, an 
election system, run in 50 different ways in 50 different states, is the only thing that is clean as driven snow.  Put 
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fake news on trial.

Republicans got this way because of what Democrats and fake news have been saying about them for decades, 
essentially victimizing Republicans.  Looks like Democrats and the media are simply making things up, which 
victimize Republicans.

For instance, Republicans need to point out that Democrats have been calling them Nazis for years [like what 
Putin calls Ukrainians now] and ask the media and Democrats if they are telling us that if we are Hitler, would 
they not do anything humanly possible to keep Hitler from winning (the kill Hitler question)?

And if you are willing to do anything to keep Hitler from winning, why doesn’t that include election fraud?

Another question would be, why no insurrections before Trump?  Why have we never seen an unarmed 
insurrection in American history?  Was there something else different about this one?

After listening to 5 solid years of fake news, Trump supporters got a result they didn’t expect.  They put that 
result in context with fake news and the Democrat hoaxes.  What did you expect them to do?  Lie down and take 
it like a sexual assault?  Put some ice on that afterwards, Bill Clinton style?

While we may not know for sure if the last election was rigged, we know with 100% certainty that the next one 
will be.  Why?  Because it can be.  We as a nation, as a political class, especially at the national level, decided 
not to fix elections, which means the problem will continue.

As a persuasion tip for Democrats, after years of calling Republicans Nazis, accusing them of acting like and 
being Nazis, their voters are apparently convinced that they are. And if Republicans are Nazis, isn’t it your 
patriotic duty to rig elections to keep them out of office?  Ask Dems this in public.  Force them to respond.

The trap is there.  It is loaded and ready to spring on Democrats and their enablers in the media and Big Tech.  
Democrats have given Republicans a gigantic opening to dismantle its entire hoax making machinery.

Indeed, manufacturing and promulgating hoaxes appears to be the current Operating System for the Democrat 
party.  Republicans have not yet taken advantage of that opening.  They should. 

Somewhere along the line, Democrats need to hear that there are consequences to framing Republicans as 
Nazis.  One of the consequences is that Republican protesters will act as if Democrats believe what they are 
saying.  What else can they possibly do, especially given multiple assassination attempts by Democrat True 
Believers over the last few years?  Hodgson’s attempt on House Republicans is one example.  The attempt on 
Kavanaugh is another.

Last week had the arrest of a 26-year-old California democrat armed with a gun and knife in the vicinity of 
Justice Kavanaugh’s home for attempted murder of Kavanaugh.  Charges also include kidnap.

Speaking of insurrection, kidnap and murder of a Supreme Court judge with the goal of changing an as yet 
unannounced opinion, can best be called an insurrection, especially when Biden will get to nominate the 
replacement.

Incitement for this came via Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer who was in high dudgeon at a protest in 
front of the SCOTUS on Mar 4, 2020, threatening both Justice Kavanaugh and Gorsuch by name with the 
whirlwind if they did anything to overturn Roe.

Since the May 2nd leak of the SCOTUS draft decision on Dobbs, there have been close to 50 attacks on pro-life 
churches and pregnancy centers of vandalism, firebombing, theft, and violent harassment.  What level of 
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violence will there be to come should the Court rule for Dobbs?

Should Chuck Schumer be charged for criminal incitement for all this?  Something for Democrats to ponder as 
they face a historical loss of power on Capitol Hill this November.

Oh, by the way – since a Soros-paid Leftie group disclosed the home address of Justice Kavanaugh, cartoonist 
Chris Muir is returning the favor:

Google Maps can take anyone right there:
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